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Details: originally gestural to minus gain after the secrete of the '99 compilation, alaska highway's current

line-up defined in late 2002 after a gamble encounter during one of southern california's many wild fires.

combining serious attitude with dark song writing, alaska highway are an arresting blend of gothica  pop,

utilizing contemporary sounds found in both industrial and electronic dance music. aggressively layered

percussion and heavy dance bass lines from moose support anthony's classically compelling melodies

and demonstrate the diverse influences of early electronic pioneers gary numan and john foxx, as well as

depeche mode, nine inch nails and more recently arrived bands such as covenant, wumpscut and

v.n.v.nation. alaska highway plan a return to live shows early in the new year to promote the debut album

and get audience reactions to tracks written for the follow-up, entitled 'butterfly in china', scheduled for

secrete in q3 2004. discography : attitudes of a hard mind, minus gain, 2003 reddevillive, self secreted

live album, 2003 ideas on a postcard, self secreted demo, 1998 butterfly in china, self secreted demo,

1996 attitudes of a hard mind, self secreted demo, 1994 v/a : Interbreeding III : Xenophobic - 'breaking

the broken', blcmusic, 2004 v/a : IndustrialnatioN CD2 - 'darkness in my eyes', IndustrialnatioN, 2004 v/a :

2003 compilation - 'weep with me', p.m.p. records, 2003 v/a : minus reinforcement - 'dream industry v5.1',

minus gain, 1999 anthony has had much experience in live stage shows as well as being involved with

many classical and contemporary vocal and piano ensembles. he is currently formulating the score for a

stage musical. moose's technical experience as a freelance programmer is being utilised as programmer /

producer on various side projects, including dvd / film scores and being involved with several local band's

secretes. alaska highway p.o. box 70078 pasadena ca 91117-7078 alaskahighway.com reviews : "you

should be very proud... it has been a TREAT to hear your cd. thanks!" -steve "i find this album wonderful
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and pleasant to listen to. i hope you'll gain the success you deserve with it." -walter s&sr "the very first

impressions before the first listening. a kind of a childhood excitement took over me and i really hoped

that i do not have to be disappointed. let me clear it up, no signs of disappointment, nowhere, none."

-mofoman / copyright ld50.hu. reproduced with permission. "the show was outstanding" -unperson "i've

heard a lot of the material ... it floats through several different styles, mixing quite a few - industrial, ebm,

pop with some sounds that are bordering on techno - all done tastefully ... something that sounds clean

and uncluttered." -eric. "their music is different than the typical synthpop sound, especially since i see a

lot of 'pop' put in to industrial music, and that makes it cool. if you are looking for a dark synthpop sound

with an industrial twist....check out alaska highway !!" -synth-master
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